A Year in Review

Academic libraries, particularly those that support science and medicine, are immersed in an evolutionary and exciting time. We invite you to read about our year of growth and innovation in our 2021-2022 Annual Report.

Wellness & Mental Health Resources
Visit the Medical Library’s Wellness Room, peruse our wellness and mental health book display, or explore our digital guide to find books, tools, and more that encourage you to de-stress, relax, and take care of yourself.

New Collection: Gary C. Burget M.D. Papers
The collection was donated by Burget shortly before his death in 2017 and provides the opportunity to study plastic surgery techniques and methods in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

UPDATE
24/7 Room Becomes Designated Mask Zone
To provide a space for visitors who prefer to wear masks, the 24/7 Room is now a designated masking space when the Medical Library is open.

HOURS
Medical Library Closed During Winter Recess
The Medical Library will be closed 12/23/22 through 1/2/23, but reference assistance will be available via email during the break.

JOB OPPORTUNITY
Historical Library Curator for the Visual Arts
This position will develop, interpret, and support our robust collection of prints, posters, drawings, photography, and other visual materials.

P.S. Sign up for our new email course . . .

How to Write a Data Management Plan
More and more funders are requiring you to submit a data management (and sharing) plan with your grant proposal. Get step-by-step guidance on how to compile one in our new email course, “How to Write a Data Management Plan.”

Sign up now to start learning over the break!